DOLPHINS & WHALES PACKAGE DESCRIPTIONS

Blue Star Healing
The Blue Star Celestial Energy System is a natural healing method of truth and light that was
channeled by Maukan. You must be a Usui Reiki Master to receive this attunement.
The Blue Star Celestial Energy System or "Os-Mo-Ro-Pup" is a transmission of spiritual
ability to bridge the gap between God and man. It offers a passage through the Universal
door allowing the adept to continue the search for knowledge, enlightenment and it’s sharing
with all sentient beings. Blue Star is both concerned with the immediate benefits like
protection, health and financial as well as the longer term benefits such as growth, spiritual
development and evolution. Blue Star Celestial Energy System helps one to escape the
prevailing climate of insecurity which promotes the tendency for people to become group
minded in the mistaken belief that there is security in numbers rather than relying on their
own intuition and knowledge. It assist one if becoming more secure in one’s own cosmic
identity and uniqueness.
The program includes basic and advanced Merkaba and Triangulation training, as well as
techniques for inter-time travel, and planetary and galactic healing.
The manuals are extensive and explain the following:
Manual one - Practitioner Level


Ancient Origins of Blue Star Celestial Energy System



Blue Star Celestial Energy System Symbols and their meanings



Blue Star Celestial Energy Healing System and sound



Distant Healing with Blue Star Celestial Energy Healing System

Manual two - Master Level



The Master Level Symbols of Blue Star Celestial Energy Healing System



How to manifest using Blue Star Celestial Energy System



Blue Star Celestial Energy Healing System and the Chakra & Planets



The Blue Star "Os-Mo-Ro-Pup" Celestial Energy of Light and Truth Initiation



Blue Star Celestial Initiation



Discovering the Divine - The Rite of the Child



Ascended Master Reiki Guide Meditation



5 Additional Chakras

Blue Ray Healing (advanced Blue Star)
Blue Ray Lemurian healing reiki: deep clearing/cleaning emotional issues, blocks in energy
fields, soul memories, past life and more. The Blue Ray Lemurian Healing is an advanced
level of the Blue Star Lemurian Healing Empowerment System. The Blue Ray Lemurian
Healing brings forth new powerful energies. It also enhances the energies of the Blue Star
Lemurian Healing Empowerment System. Founder, Ofira Levi.
Blue Ray Lemurian Healing connects you to the Blue Ray of Creation and your divine plan.
The purpose of Blue Ray Lemurian Healing is for deep clearing, cleaning, purification,
clearing the heart and all emotional issues, injuries, its remove blocks in all your energy
fields, remove all negativity or pain, and it will work on each chakra and all levels, 7 layers
and more. After the clearing process, the Blue Ray Lemurian of Creation will penetrate all
the layers that cover your soul and will infuse you in magnified amounts of energy healing,
love, and Blue Light. You will be infused with the divine blue light of creation to remember
your divine purpose and create the divine life and love for you and to assist others and
Gaya. The Blue Ray Lemurian Healing connects you back to your will power, it assists in
healing soul memories, past life, and restores your divine blue print. Soul Light will be
infused into you to align you with your high potential and assist you in ascension and
manifesting your deepest desires.
Diamond Dolphin
Diamond Dolphin Vibration is a beautiful and healing vibrational of Dolphin energy. This is a
vibration of joy, flow of love, flow of abundance and opening of the heart.
Benefits of Diamond Dolphin Vibration :
Greater self-love and self-acceptance
Healing on all levels—physical, emotional, mental & spiritual
Deep inner peace
Profound inner joy
Harmonious relationships
Increased connection to the natural world
More freedom ; less fear in life
Manifestation of your deepest heart’s desires. And many other benefits
Dolphin Reiki and Dolphin Trilogy Reiki
Experience the love and wisdom of the dolphins and orcas with Dolphin Trilogy Reiki. This
system uses the love and energy of dolphins and whales to heal the mind and the spirit. It is

particularly effective at helping with emotional problems such as addictions, depression, and
feelings of being separate; or incomplete. This energy can soothe the sadness of the soul,
by helping us release past trauma, forgive ourselves and others, and finding our own truths
DOLPHIN HEALING REIKI: This is the first level of Dolphin Trilogy Reiki. You can use
Dolphin Reiki Breathing technique to centre yourself and connect with the energy of the
dolphins. Through regular use of this technique, you will learn to circulate Life Energy
throughout your physical and energy body. It will enable you to transform suppressed
negative patterns from your cellular memory and reprogram your cells, opening blocked
energy pathways and increasing your vitality.
ORCA EMPOWERMENT REIKI: This is the second level of Dolphin Trilogy Reiki. Orcas
are the largest members of the dolphin family. The orca encourages us to heal by releasing
our memories, taking deep breaths, and communicating through sound
DOLPHIN CRYSTAL REIKI: This is the third and final level of the Dolphin Trilogy
Reiki. The magnificent energy of the dolphins combines with powerful crystal energy, to form
an integrated whole healing system that can heal at a variety of levels.
Walking the Rainbow
In the Hawaiian culture when someone had passed on they are said to have Walked the
Rainbow. Thus it is fitting that this system will help us tap into these other realms with ease
and teach us new ways of using energy to help us on our spiritual path of growth and
ascension.
This is a guide to advanced principles and techniques designed to accelerate ascension of
the human consciousness through the study and practice of Spiritual healing, and applying
those practices to walking your spiritual path.
This is a very detailed manual containing 65 pages of great information to assist you on your
journey. Founded by Sheryl Carter who wrote the Dolphin Trilogy Reiki (DTR) you will find
this manual very informative and helpful and it will take you to the next level of DTR.
Dolphin Prism Empowerments (5)
This is a 50 page manual that has 5 different dolphin empowerments and meditation, which
are: Shangri-la crystal cave empowerment, rainbow dolphin dreams with Quan Yin, Rainbow
Dolphins, Orcas, Belugas, and Humpbacks Dreams with Mother Gaia, Dolphin Rainbow
Sphere, and Dolphin Golden Temple Empowerment. The manual is more than just the 5
empowerments, too; the first part is about ocras and a story and song about them and the
author’s experiences and more.
The energy of the dolphins and the galactic encoding
humanity is ready to come to the surface for a deep breath of fresh air.

they

hold

for

As we reach a higher state of being able to see and hear the fluid messages we come to a
holding place of information. The dolphins are the keepers of this earthen place swimming
about in the ethers and ley lines of earth looking with a keen eye for those who they
recognize as the guardians.

As with one who keeps the stories to pass down from generation to generation these Stellar
Dolphins are at the point of passing their knowledge to those who will listen and then do
something with that knowledge.
Each person on Earth is united in body, mind, soul, and heart with the frequencies of at least
two dolphin energies. These dolphins are very much alive. They mostly swim Interdimensional, but are completely yours for the thinking.
They will swim into your heart when you need love, swim into your body when you need
healing, swim into your soul when you need the company of the stars. They are as much a
part of you as the oceans.
The blue blood of your body has the same chemical composition as the mother ocean
herself. Call to the dolphins to cleanse the debris of self and carry it to a port of call that will
infuse it with a higher light.
These Dolphin Empowerments are meant to indeed show you and help you to understand
that love is the glue that holds all together?
Attunements: 5
Dolphin Prism Empowerment # 1
Shangri-la Crystal Cave Empowerment
Dolphin Prism Empowerment #2
Rainbow Dolphin Dreams with Quan Yin
Dolphin Prism Empowerment #3
Rainbow Dolphins, Orcas, Belugas, Humpbacks Dreams with Mother Gaia
Dolphin Prism Empowerment #4
Dolphin Rainbow Sphere
Dolphin Prism Empowerment #5
Dolphin Golden Temple Empowerment
You will be sent the manual and all 5 empowerments in 1 attunement over distance.
Dolphins of Atlantis
The Dolphins of Atlantis were an essential part of the Atlantis landscape, and that they
carried out essential healing and communication with the Atlanteans. The Dolphins of
Atlantis have shared this wonderful energy healing system with us. This is a wonderful 40
page manual about dolphins and Atlantis. The dolphins of Atlantis have finally come to share
this wonderful energy healing system with us. It will add a new untouched dimension to your
healing work, and facilitate personal spiritual growth. The manual includes these healing
skills:
Atlantis dolphin auric hands on and distance healing
Atlantis dolphin crystal healing grids
Dolphin healing with light
Atlantian dolphin healing bath

Atlantian dolphin wisdom and love meditations
Earth healing with the Atlantian dolphins
Creating etheric larimar (for use in healing)
The larimar healing energy ball
Atlantian healing breath
Atlantian guided meditations
Larimar energy balls
Wisdom of Atlantis
It is truly a wonderful system!
Dolphin White Wave
Assists the clearing away of old negative and stagnant energies that build up around you
over a period of time and which you might be finding hard to remove.
It is an energy system that works very quickly by breaking down and removing the unwanted
negative energies from the physical and auric layers. If these energies are left within the
spiritual body for a long time they can ultimately manifest as a disease or negative mind set
which will impede your own spiritual growth.
There are two aspects that you will learn about within this system and this is that there are
two very different frequencies of dolphin energies that will work with you as you yourself
work with the system. The Earth dolphins are here to help with the lower vibrations of the
physical and earthly realms while the higher dolphin energies will work on the Higher Self
aspects within you.
Being grounded with the Earth dolphins while working on your astral levels will aid to bring
balance and harmony to mind, body and spirit.
Sea Salt Energy
For cleansing and anti-inflammatory.
FREE ATTUNEMENTS:
Dolphin Clear Waters Activation
Whale Song Empowerment
Golden Dolphin Merkaba of Love for World Peace
Dolphin Ring of Protection
Dolphin Whale Empowerment
Rainbow Dolphins 1, 2 & 3

